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Hydatid
Hydatid is

David Loose.

He has been

c r e a t i n g

e l e c t r o n i c

compositions

in Brisbane

since 1997,

and has been

playing live since 1999.  Hydatid’s sounds

have been created through a combination

of software and hardware

and are an exploration of digitilism. No

analog equipment is used. Digitilism is a

philosophy of sound creation, an

xploitation of attributes which are uniquely

digital. The sounds of clipping, lowered

bit resolution, physical modelling synthesis,

wave editing, algorithm distortion etc.

These compositions are uncomfortable,

disturbing, largely unstructured, yet deeply

layered. The sounds sprawl non-linear,

evolving, self-replicating. Melodies are

fractured, detuned. Highly compressed data

streams; corrupted. Meanings

unretrievable.

David has

recorded four

full length

CDs, which he

h a s

distributed to

A u s t r a l i a n

radio stations,

independent

record stores, and record labels. His songs

have featured on a number of Brisbane

compilation CDs

(released in Australia), and have also

received nation wide air-play. As a live unit,

Hydatid uses a Yamaha An1-x synthesizer, a

Yamaha Rm1-x (for live sequence remixing),

and a PC. He has played at various clubs

and art festivals around Brisbane.

artist biographiesannouncements

The Authors of material are alone responsible

for the opinions expressed therein. This program

is published by Scott Sinclair for Small Black Box

by grant assistance from Arts Queensland. All

communication should be addressed to:

email: scott@cybermarket.com.au

mobile: 0412 543 104

SMALL BLACK BOX

PROPOSALS 2003

Submissions are now open for Small Black Box

performances in 2003. As Brisbane’s only regular

performance space dedicated to experimental music,

Small Black Box offers a unique opportunity for artists

to realise their most extreme and challenging sound

works in front of a receptive audience.

Small Black Box exists to showcase ‘established’ and

interstate acts as well as supporting ‘emerging’ local

talent. Small Black Box actively seeks (but is not

limited to) works in: experimental electronics;

improvised instrumentation; electro-acoustics;

installation art; audio/visual presentation; instrument

building; experimental composition.

To send your proposal visit

www.smallblackbox.com.au



small black box review

Sunday 22nd

December 2002:

P a u l  A b a d

Toy Satellite

reviewed by rigel sirus

As the festive cheer descended upon the lands,

and only 3 days before the fat guy in the red

suit was scheduled to deliver goodies to all

the good people, small black box was again

delivering aural and visual delights for all to

enjoy.  The evening’s bill presented Paul Abad

in a solo, ambient performance and Andrew

Garton of Toy Satellite with a presentation of

Memory Effect.

Known for his organization of community

events nearly as much as his music these days,

Abad arrived direct from the Woodford Folk

Festival where he had been assisting in the

set up of the Jungle Arbour. He took the stage

first, announcing the vast majority of his set

was constructed from less than 2 minutes of

source material; itself a combination of field

recordings, synthesis and signal processing

effects. What followed was nearly an hour of

continuous ambient music.

With the obligatory laptop running the majority

of his set, Abad took his source file and played

with it, extracting thematic material from

minutiae, smearing temporality into the

frequency domain.  The constant interplay

between rhythm and frequency achieved a

satisfying musical result.  Though the set was

largely improvised there was an obvious sense

of development throughout.

Abad used numerous linked software

applications to achieve his results, his skill in

performance being the manipulation of these

programs in real time and keeping the entire

system under control (and under the CPU

overload limit!).  On occasions, the system

would glitch as he added a filter here, tweaked

a granulator there, but this didn’t detract

from the performance. It reminded me that

the performer is human and these glitches

were rather like a fluff note in the middle of a

jazz solo; little moments of vulnerability when

the audience can penetrate the artist’s

persona.  Footholds in the otherwise vertical

surface of new music.

In all a competent set, though I think Abad

has still not realised his full potential as an

artist.  I look forward to his future outings.

Andrew Garton was next presenting Memory

Effect, a collaborative piece by Toy Satellite, a

Melbourne based non-profit multidisciplinary

production house.  It was a performance of

considerable complexity, both logistically and

semantically and  of exquisite beauty.

Eight  computers (donated for the evening by

various sbb enthusiasts), each playing a single

part were arranged on stage in a semicircle around

Garton’s conducting position where he controlled

a ninth computer, various electronic effects and

mixage.  Each computer’s part was

algorithmically generated using SSEYO software

processing GPS data collected by Justina Curtis.

Her near obsessive recording of her travels using

a hand held GPS device meant the latitude,

longitude and altitude of her every move around

specific locations was translated to music.  The

co-ordinates of each of the locations was

displayed on the various computer screens and

had me guessing the identity of the cities and

locales.

The software, configured as tone generators,

particle synthesisers (granulators) and delay lines,

processed the GPS data to produce sparse,

largely tonal meanderings. Each of the “parts”

entered the composition at five minute intervals,

adding complexity and sonic density.  Garton’s

mixage was fluent and effortless, keeping the

relative levels of the various PCs (all with

different soundcards and presumably output

levels) in balance and adding the occasional effect

and “melody” with an infra-red controlled

theremin. The progression from simple tonal

musings to closely packed sonic clusters was

evocative of the cumulative effect of memory

with multiple layers of empirical recall cascading

over each other.

The work was originally conceived for multiple

speaker diffusion system and though the stereo

version was flawless, it is easy to see how

multiple points of audio projection would add to

the performance, allowing spatial separation

between the “places”.  The organisers of small

black box need to consider their PA arrangements

carefully, and ensure that the quality and

requirements of the PA meet the needs of the

performers and audience alike.  Something to

consider moving into the third season of small

black box in 2003.
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Two video projections accompanied.  The first

showed images collected contemporaneously

with the GPS data and was displayed on a small

screen.  These images were all worthy of closer

inspection, and were not just a pile of arbitrary

holiday snaps.  The occasional fleeting image of

Garton or Curtis reminded me this was not just a

collection of beautiful images but visions seen

through the eyes of the artists.  The second

projection was a complimentary video piece Rot

Emulsion originally from the installation Tat Fat

Size Temple.  It was projected over  much wider

screen area, spilling over Garton, the computers

and even the smaller projection of still images.

The semi recognizable, blurred, dirty, organic

looking stream of images served as part visual

focus, part lighting effect and perfectly united

the human, technological, visual and aural

components.

Symbolism abounded; separate computers for

each separate location; their arrangement in a

semi-circle around the composer like some sort

of silicon orchestra; the two projections

suggesting the memory/recall (travel images) and

the continuum (Rot Emulsion); the music arranged

in canon building gradually, each element a record

of a journey, a place; each element contributing

to a wider experience - a memory, a life.

Many artists seem to sacrifice some of their

humanity when they attempt to articulate

emotion with technology but not so Garton/

Curtis/Toy Satellite.  The performance was one

of the most intensely personal I have ever

enjoyed.  Knowing that the composers had seen

with their own eyes the images being projected

and that the music was a direct translation of

their physical perambulations around these places

gave me a feeling of incredible connection to

the work and the performance.  I had seen with

another’s eyes and understood their journey.

In all, a fantastic end to another season of small

black box.  I look forward to see if the rumoured

tweaks for the 2003 season can improve on what

is already a regularly successful event.

rigelsirus@hotmail.com
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About our software

The technical side of

Lalila’s work plays an

extremely important

part in our creative

process. The ability to

develop our own tools

means that there is a

very direct path between idea and realisation.

We have spent over a year developing the

software and, measured in time and dollars, I

feel, is an indication of our commitment to our

work.

Essentially, our software enables us to process

audio and video data in the one data pool. Video

streams are analysed in real time and used to

affect audio streams (and vice versa).

The software is an extension of IRCAM’s jMAX

software (IRCAM is Institut de Recherche et

Coordination Acoustique/Musique, in Paris,

France). jMAX belongs to the object patcher

paradigm and shares the same roots as Cycling74’s

MAX and Miller Puckette’s PD. It was released as

Open Source software around two years ago and

our development began shortly afterwards.

Our contributions involve introducing the ability

to process video data streams (as well as audio)

in real time. This is the “technical cornerstone”

of our art, in that it enables us to introduce a

perceptual blurring between moving image and

sound. Whilst being somewhat similar to NATO,

our software is more focused on the meaningful

analysis of video data, and the affectation of

audio streams using that analysis. As such the

software is perhaps better compared to David

Rokeby’s softVNS2.

As stated above, the software is Open Source. It

is free software, readily downloadable over the

Internet. Lalila believes not only in contributing

to the Open Source movement, but also in sharing

their experience in using this software.



artist biographies

Lalila
Lalila is Katherine Gadd and Etienne

Deleflie. Lalila is Real-time sound sculpture

in a video-manipulated space.

Lalila combine sound and image in live

performance to create evolving, immersive

pieces that are drawn from common

surroundings. Details and movements of the

natural landscape are analysed and

connected to sound - therefore the image

creating its own digital soundtrack.

Lalila are performing a set of works created

whilst on Solar Circuit: a wilderness

residency earlier this year located on Maria

Island off the coast of Tasmania. This set of

works (and talks) is currently being toured

aorund most Australian capital cities.

This project has been assisted by the

Commonwealth Government through the

Australia Council, its arts funding and

advisory body.

Please see www.lalila.net for more details.

your review

Write your review of this month’s

performances here and either:

- give this page back to one of the Small

Black Box crew at tonight’s close, or

- send it into scott@cybermarket.com.au



production team

Scott Sinclair -

Caretaker Curator
Experimental musician

working in both electronic

and instrument-based

projects in Brisbane since

2000. Performance

highlights include Can of

Worms 2001; Electro-

Communion 2002; Small Black Box 2001/2002; Sound

Summit 2002; Melbourne Fringe Festival 2002; and

performances with groups pH3, Ocean of Air, and Flew

Creeking. His sound works have received airplay

throughout the country on ABC Classic FM, RTRFM,

3CCCFM and 4ZZZFM. In 2002, Scott has been involved

in organising a number of experimental-related events

at the Pink Palace in Herston with Odyssey Creative

Productions.

Greg Jenkins -

Assistant Curator
Greg lectures in sound

media at the Creative

Industries Faculty at the

Queensland University of

Technology and has also

been artistic director of

the performance ensemble Simulation.  He curated

the concert programme of the Australasian Computer

Music Association 2000 conference and has also

worked on a number of film score projects.  Most

notable of these was co-writing the score for the short

film STOP which gained international recognition at

the 2000 Cannes Film Festival. endoPHONIC is Greg’s

main musical vehicle and is a collaboration with like

minded composer Richard Wilding. Using elements

like electronic transformations of acoustic sound

sources and real-time software synthesis,

endoPHONIC use the vocabulary of musique concrete

to navigate a course through contemporary non-dance

oriented electronica.

David Loose -

Audio Engineer
David Loose has been

working around the

fringes of Brisbane’s

music scene for the past

four years.  He has been

working at his home

studio since 1997, and

completed a Cert. IV

course in Contemporary

Music/Sound Engineering

in 2000.  Since then, he

has worked in various

fields, including lighting (both corporate and rock),

camera (for Big Brother) and tech on a travelling

theatre show, (audio and lighting) as well as continuing

to work on his own music, which continues to get

nation wide air play.  He has also assisted in the

recording of local acts, done remix work and worked

in radio, including making recordings for SBS’s

Alchemy and producing 4zzz broadcasts.

Small Black Box...

a Monthly performance space at

Metro Arts, 109 Edward St.,

Brisbane to foster a community

(both artists and audience)

dedicated to experimental

music and sound art in Brisbane,

Australia.

The opportunity for local and interstate artists to fulfil

experimental music performances and sound art

installations in the inspiration driving Small Black Box.

Artists are freed to concentrate on their work and have

it scheduled into into a rapidly evolving year program

that attracts Brisbane audiences.

Intimate audiencesare supporting present skirmishes

with sound art and experimental music performances

sporadically attacking the entertainment scene; with a

monthly medication Small Black Box aims to develop,

refine and widen the tastes and education of the

audience. With support from sponsors (Arts Qld, 4ZZZ,

Qmusic, SBS Alchemy & MetroArts), ticket sales and

volunteers, the budget for Small Black Box is modest,

an emphasis is on local artists performances as a cultural

exchange of ideas with local talent. Promotion is

approached innovatively by reinforcing flyers and

posters with emails and newsgroups, aus_noise,

enhancing the word of mouth support that drives the

awareness of new music performances in Brisbane.

Subscribe to the newsletter to get monthly reminders

to the next performance and artists biographies.

Small Black Box, as a performance space is a pivotal

location for new music in Brisbane. Associated with

the events will be a regular stall of recorded works by

artists.

Scott Sinclair is Caretaker Curator while Andrew Kettle

is on leave.


